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Chloe Cole wants to stop the crazy dreams she's having--that she's a costumed superheroine who flies and
shoots power bolts out of her fingers to do battle with a menacing supervillain. And what about the weird
comic book artwork spam that arrives on her computer? And the reports in the media about supervillain
sightings? Is Chloe, a struggling webcomics artist, the cause of real-life chaos? To stop her life from
imploding even more, Chloe desperately agrees to a stint on a television superhero game show that puts her
in intimate contact with an enigmatic comic book company executive, and gives her a chance to question a
beloved comics icon. But Chloe must cross over to a bizarre mirror universe to find answers--and start living
her dreams. On the hunt for a supervillain with a bad attitude and for a brilliant comic book creator with a
grudge against society, Chloe needs all the help she can get to save two universes.  
 
PG-rated nonstop comic book style adventure set in two universes, with plenty of super-powered battles and
recognizable classic comic book scenarios--and some iffy romance thrown in. Don't miss the sky highway to
Iceland.
 
CHARACTERS IN THIS STORY
 
Chloe Cole: Reluctant female superhero, strong female protagonist, possessor of super powers, snarky 25-
year-old with parent and boyfriend issues 
 
Roland Kirby: Eager comics fanboy, dependable partner in other world adventures, ex-boyfriend who won't
go away, sweet geek who believes in comic book science
 
Eric Wood: Suspiciously charming comic book company CEO, possible secret villain, questionably honest
potential lover and confidant
 
Jovial Jerry Fine: Beloved elderly icon of the comic book world, benign but skeptical participant in fast-
paced adventures, knows more than he tells
 
Diabolical Dave McCay: Maverick comic book artist, man who wants the modern world to be what it was
like in 1962, troublemaking genius
 
Bodacious Barb: Knows the secrets behind the comics, doesn't give a damn
 
The Purple Menace: Supervillain, mad scientist, wants to take over the world--make that two worlds

Fiction > Romance > Fantasy 
Fiction > Superhero >Adventure Comedy
Fiction> Female Super heroes> Romance
Fiction> Superhero> Superpowers
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From reader reviews:

Fern Rodriquez:

Throughout other case, little folks like to read book Temporary Superheroine. You can choose the best book
if you'd prefer reading a book. Given that we know about how is important some sort of book Temporary
Superheroine. You can add know-how and of course you can around the world by the book. Absolutely right,
because from book you can recognize everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you can
be known. About simple point until wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, you can open a book or
searching by internet device. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel weary to go to the library.
Let's go through.

George Walker:

As people who live in often the modest era should be upgrade about what going on or information even
knowledge to make all of them keep up with the era that is certainly always change and advance. Some of
you maybe may update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems
coming to an individual is you don't know which one you should start with. This Temporary Superheroine is
our recommendation so you keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and wish in
this era.

Pamela Acuna:

The experience that you get from Temporary Superheroine will be the more deep you digging the
information that hide in the words the more you get thinking about reading it. It does not mean that this book
is hard to be aware of but Temporary Superheroine giving you buzz feeling of reading. The writer conveys
their point in a number of way that can be understood through anyone who read the item because the author
of this reserve is well-known enough. This specific book also makes your own vocabulary increase well.
Therefore it is easy to understand then can go along, both in printed or e-book style are available. We
propose you for having this specific Temporary Superheroine instantly.

Robert Cox:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our expertise for everything. By a publication we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every
year has been exactly added. This reserve Temporary Superheroine was filled about science. Spend your
extra time to add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has several feel when
they reading the book. If you know how big benefit from a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a reserve.
In the modern era like now, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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